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A Survey cf the existing International legal rules on the
Dumping of Radioactive Waste into the Sea.

"by J.Ch. Cornelis.

I. Introduction and historical development.
/

;

¡1. During the use of radioactive naterials, for whatever purpose,
' radioactive wasue products will be generate-d. This is not
different fron other hfoan activities. The existence of
waste creates the problem how to dispose of it in a safe
way. Safe disposal means without causing danger to man
or to the environment.

2. Some of the radioactive waste product in fluid or gaseous
fora can be safely released into -he environaent. A±nost
everywhere these kind of releases are controlled by the
National Authorities and are strictly regulated.
As only very small quantities are permitted to be released
directly in the environment.this rethod is not practicable
for biggor quantities, nor for radioactive «aste in solid
form . -So the idea was born to dispose of these kinâs oí'
radioactive waste by ducping then, after suitable •oreatner.i
and conditioning.into the sea.

3» In Ktirope the United Kingdom was the first country that
permitted this method for disposal of radicac-cive waste.
Other countries - among them the lTetheris.:ids - follovad
suit. The conditions for the dusr,i:a¿ operations at that
time were determined in each country according to Its
own nations, lío international consultations took "Dlacs.

4« The need, however, to -arrive at internationally accepted
standards was felt and so the firs- effort to establish
an international point of viev vas the publication in
1'JÓ1 of the IA?.;A-rerort:

:
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Radioactive Waste Disposal into the sea" (Safety Series

no. 5» 1961).

5» During the years 1967-1972 the IAEA organizad a number of
technical panels and meetings covering

a wide variety

of subjects'connected with the dumping inte the sea of
radioactive waste. Subjects covered were standardization
of waste categories, methods of surveying and monitoring
|

marine radioactivity, reference methods for marine radioactivity

| , studies, procedures for establishing limits for radionuclides
in seawater, nuclear techniques in environmental pollution
studies, studies on radioactive contamination of the marine
environment and tracer techniques in sediment transport.
Prom this, not exhaustive, list of subjects can be seen
that IAEA limited its rule, from 1967-1972 to conducting
specialized studies, which have been very useful in the
setting up of general rules for the dumping of radioactive
waste into the sea. llext to the series of special studies
and limited subjects, conducted within IA3A, the more
general directed efforts were conducted within liZA, during
the years I965-I967.

6. The specialized Committee of iiSA, the Eadiation Protection
and Public Health Committee, worked out the firs- common rules
for all aspects of dumping radioactive vaste into the sea.
' These rules were subsequently approved by the Steering
Committee of ¡ÏEA and became

obligations i'or the liember States.

Since then the appropriate bodies of ISA have kept the rules
under review and have ahmended them whenever this was necessary.

The work done by 1JEA included developing safe

and economic methods for dumping operations, the conducting
of a scientific risk assessment, the drawing up ofspecifications
for the containers used in dumping operations,the developing
of procedures for conducting and supervising dumping operations e:

7- In joint operations i«EA has provided technical and legal
assistence in the organization of operations, during which
iíEA provided international surveillance.
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In this manner and starting with the year 1967 yearly dumping
operations were conducted under the aagis of 1IEA. Eight
operations o& this kind took place. The U.K. participated
in all of them, Belgium and the Netherlands participated
seveni tines, Switserland six times, Trance twice, Sweden
and the Federal Republic of Germany once.
In the eight operations a total vcVurae corresponding to
115.870 200-litre drums, containing 291.490 Curies of
activity^were dumped.

8. In the meantime the USA, which at that time was not yet
a Member-State of HEA, also permitted dumping operations
in the Atlantic Ocean. The conditions for these operations
.were, however, quite different from the IISA-practice, especiall;
with regard

to the conditioning and the depth of the sea.

The USA-dumping operations took place between 1950 and 19^2.
Afterwards the dumping operations were discontinued.
The U.S.A. radioactive waste dumped into the Atlantic Ocean
was an amount corresponding to 539.203 200-litre drums,
containing 79«445 Curies. Tht\ corresponding amounts dumped
into the Pacific Ocean were 52.011 200-lit^e drums,- containing
14.550 Curies.

9« The next important development in establishing international
laws in the dumping of radioactive waste was the entry into
force of the Convention en the Prevention of K a r m e Pollution
by Dumping of Vastes and Other Hatter, the London Convention.
The Member-States of 1ÍEA, subsequently

adapted'their

collaboration to the London Convention by establishing
a Multilateral Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism
for Sea Lumping of Radioactive Vaste. This was accepted
by the procedure, known as a Decision of Council
1

of OECD) and under the terms

( i.e.

of the Treaty by which OECI>

was set up, this formal Decision of Council is binding
on the Member-States.

10. In the next two chapters some aspects of the London Convention
and. of the OZCD-regulations will be discussed. In the final
chapter of this papsr anattcmt is made to explore vhnt other

__ _J
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international legal rules ¡nay be' of direct relevance to
the dumping of radioactive waste into the sea.

1

II. The London Convention and the I.A.E.A. Recommendations.
1. The Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Pumping
of Wastes and Other Materials of 29 December 1972 (Trb. 1973,
.

172), according to its Preambule

refers to the United ITations

Resolution 2749 (XXV), recognizes that the capacity of the
seas to absorb all kinds of materials is not infinite, and
is aimed at protecting the marine environment.
Finally it encourages States in a common geographic area to
conclude agreements to supplement the terms of the Convention.
2. The basic duties of the Signatories of the Convention are to
be found in Article I.
' „The Signatories of che Convention undert.-Jee to take all possi'

ble measures to avoid pollution of the sea by dumping wastes,
and other materials. That is to say, according to the final

• part of Article I: wastes and other materials that may endanger
the health of man, or may cause damage to the marine fauna and
flora or may prohibit

other rightful uses of the seas inclu-

ding possibilities for recreation.
3« The- scope of the Convention is very wide, as it does not
itself to wastes, but also includes other materials such as
sinking ships, platforms and other constructions (Article III).
4» To fulfill the purposes of the Convention the Signatories have
agreed not to allow the dumping of materials, listed ii. Annex
I.

This Annex I is a so-called 'Black-list' of prohibited

materials.
Materials listed in Annex II day be dumped, provided that for
each dumping a special permit has been given by the Competent;
Authorities. Other materials may be dumped with a general
permit (Article IV)*
5« Radioactive wastes are included in Annex II, the special permit
category, and the I.A.S.A. was entrusted with setting up the
rules necessary to deal with this kind of material. These activities of the I.A.E.A. include, according to Annex I, 6,
the definin<?

of radioactive materials that are prohibi-

ted for dumping into the sea, and establishing recommendations
for the dumping of not-prohibited radioactive materials (Annex II,

•

Signatories of the Treaty shall take the I.A.E.A.-recommendations fully into account.

6. This outline of the mechanism set up "by the Convention raises
some interesting legal points, and has some important conse-guences for the application of the I.A.B.A.-recommendations.
The I.A.E.A. did issue the definition and recommendations
required of it. The text was" published in an Information i
Circular ( IKFCIRC/205/Add. 1 ) .
7. Ã basic provision of the Convention in the setting up of a
system of permits, and in the case of radioactive materials
of special permits for dumping into the sea.
Article VI of the Convention orders the Member-States to

:

appoint an Authority or Authorities to issue the permits.
In the Netherlands this is not necessary as under the lluclsar
Energy Act, Article 29, the Authorities for issuing- permits ;for the disposal of radioactive.substances are already designated, and the Radioactive-Substances Decree implements the

-_•_=._

Nuclear Energy Act.
8. The permit-system implies that scaeone addresses himself to
i. the designated Authorities and requests a permit for damping
rad.', o active wastes into the sea.
Shis distinction of tvro parties, the permit-issuing authority
and the holder of the permit implies that each of them also-—
has a distinct role and distinct duties. In this respect j;hs
Convention as well as the IA2A recommendations are not always
as-clear as could be wished as will be shown later on.

•_

9. Let us first consider who has to apply for a special permit to
-. dump radioactive wastes into the_ sea. The Convention answers-:"
this question only indirectly, as it imposes

duties on Meaber-

States. The answer therefore must be derived

from what undor r .

the Convention the Authorities of the Member-States have to do.
Article VI, 2 of the Convention states that special permits --,
are needed for radioactive materials loaded on the territory
gf: the Permit-Authority, and also for these materials to be
loaded in a ship, registered in the Member-State

or carrying

its flag, if. the loading takes place, on the territory of a nonMeraber-State. It is especially the latter provision that aay

_

J
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cause so many difficulties that it will remain in its present form - a dead letter - as will "be shown in paragraphs 10-12.
10. The text

of Article VI, 2, mentioning a ship regisered in a

country or carrying its flag, already hints at the possibility
that the registration-country and the flag-country are not
necessarily the same country. This is a long existing

pro-

' 'blem in shipping law. What the Convention evidently wants to
do - it could not do otherwise - is impose a duty on a MemberState having jurisdiction over a ship. It is doubtful whether
this result has been achieved by the present text.
It is even possible that two Member-States have the same duty
"towards the same ship as National laws differ in the legal
consequences of registration or carrying a flag.
11. The point raised in paragraph 7 is a purely formal one. Some
other objections can be raised as well. Suppose no doubt exists
on the jurisdiction of a given Member-State over a given ship,
and the shipowner wants to apply for a special permit. In that
case he has to furnish

his Authorities with a whole range of dat:

that are not in his possession and even if he gets ths data,
he can not verify them. Eow can he expected to

give details,

ecstiiserated in annax IV on the dumping site, or the conditioning on the contents and strength of the containers?
Tha shipowner is not an expert on radioactive waste,hs is just
someone who wants a cargo for his ship. 2ven if the ship-owner
finishes all necessary data to his National Authority, that
Authority has no mean to verify them, as the carga is not yet
on board of the ship, and so outside their jurisdiction.
12. A third objection against this rule on ships Í3 that the National Authority in many countries has no means to enforce the rule . Ships go all over tha world and pick up cargo where and
when they can. national Shipping Authorities of a country with
a big merchait fleet can scarcely be expected to keep track of
the movements of each ship, let alone know beforehand what cargo

rÚW

it is loading in some

far-away part of the world.

These three objections sufficiently/that the rule of article VI
2, with respect

to ship3 is insufficient for its purpose and

needs either to be revised or to be deleted.

13. In the IAEA Recommandations, required by Annex II, Section D,
of the Convention,several points need clarification or even
redrafting. This paper will confine

itself to one major item,

that has already given difficulties in interpretation in the
Netherlands. lhe part of the Recommendations referred to is
part C.5, Escorting Officers.
14» Paragraph C.5 lists 8 seperate duties of an Escorting Officer • 4 "Dowers he

must have and 3 qualifications. So the

standards set for an Sacorting Officer

are high, and right-

ly so, as the Escorting Officer • is responsible for the way
in whichthe dumping operation is executed. The question arises however whoa

* n e Escorting Officer

is representing. As has alrec-

dy "been pointed out the London Convention has set up the system
of a Special Permit -issuing Authority and a Special Permit
Holder. Once the Authority has issued a Special Permit, it is
up to the Permit Kolder that all conditions attached to the
permit are fulfilled. The duty of the Authority is oSfcourse
not at an end with the issuing of the Permit, the Authority has
to see to

it that all conditions are indeed fulfilled b'j x'r.e

Permit Holder.
15» If tfe now look at the duties and powersof an Escorting QííicSr
as enumerated in sections C.5»2. and C.5.3« of the Recc:nneridations we see a mixture of itess that are clearly within the responsibilities of tha Permit Holder and other items that are
more in the province of the Authority. A few exemples may demonstrate this point. In C.5.2.1. point (5) is stated that the
Ecorting Officer

is responsible for the radiological safety

of all personnel engaged in the operation. Sow the primary responsibility for radiological safety lies with the Permit Holder, in just the same way as in operations taking place entirely on land. The same case applies to point (7). It is even more
clear in thi3 point as it involves givinginstructions to the
master of the ship. Now the ship has been chartered by the
Permit Holder and not by the Authority. So the only thing the
Authority can do is to make sure that a provision a/in this
kind of instructions is included in the Charter-Agreement.
On the other hand a power as described in point C.5«3«1« to
stop the dumping operation is a power that the supervising
Authority mu3t have.

\ .
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16. An Escorting Officer
can either represent the Permit Holder
or the supervising Authority, he can not represent both..duties
and responsibilities of the Permit Holder andVthe supervising
Authority should be more clearly defined. In redefining the
relevant part of the recommendations it should be kept in mind
that organizing a dumping operation
takes a long tine.
: The operation does not start with the loading of the containers
in the ship, but long before. The preparation of a dumping
operation in fact, starts immediately after an operation has
f been concluded, to be ready for next year's operation. Then
i
i preparations are made by the future Perait-Holder, and are
necessary to comply with all conditions he knows that will be
' attached to the Special Permit. In this respect the Recomaandation aay raise questions on other points as discussed, a3 well.
It would however take toolong to go into ncre detail in this
paper.

A-

III. The Multilateral Consultation and Surveillance "echanisn
for Sea Dum-pin? of Radioactive Waste (NEA/.

The IIEA-Hechanism is solely destined to deal with
radioactive waste. The London Convention covers a
vxhole range of materials. Moreover, the new Mechanism
is based on many years of practical experience in
Common dumping operations. As a consequence the possible
legal criticism on the Hechanisa concerns only relatively
'minor prints.

2. The first points.where perhaps the terms of the Mechanism
might be adjusted concern several time limits to the rules,
and

the separate iters the notification must include

(e.g. Article 3 ) . It is clear that a balance must be found
between the

possibilities to give notification on a subject

well in advance of the âbisojsal draping operation and the
time necessary to enable other Kerñer-States to react to
the ossification and for the Secretariat of IJEA to org£.niz3
consultations, if necessary« This all is no new problem;
it was already recognised and discussed

during the

meetings preparatory to setting up the mechanism
It would be suitable to rrediscuss the time limits in the
light of experience gained.

3t Article 5 of the Mechanism is closely rel?ted to the»
IAEA recommendations so after what has already said on the
subject of Escorting Officers in Chapter II, needs no
new discussion.

4« In Article 6 is stated that the NSA-representative acts in
accordance with the instructions of the Director General of
IJEA, as is right and proper. However no mention is made
of notifying the national Authorities concerned, of those
instructions. In practice no notification was given..
As the IIEA-representative has to work in close liaison
with the national Authority it would be wise to inform
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this Authority of the instructions, to enable then to co-operate
"better and also to answer questions from the PermitHolder on the extent he is obliged to give information to
the NEA-Representative. As far as known no' difficulties on
this score have arisen during the 1977-operations, but
nevertheless this point should be clarified in
view of-pospible complicatiois in the future.
5. A last point

regards Article 6(e) and the significant

radiation hazard

to the crew. Ueither the IAEA Recommendation

or tho Mechanism indicates a maximum permissible
crew members.

'

A

Jose for

limit, however,is- necessary. Up to

now this matter is 'left to the liational Authorities. A
discussion whether it would be advisable to include a
dose limit in the Kechanism, and if yes, what this limit ¡Wf ¿e '¿,
should '

forn

part of the reviewing

to which i'leaber-States have agreed.

-procedure

IV. Other International Rules.
1. Next to the London Convention and the OSCD-Kechanism at
least two other treaties

have to be considered in connection

with the dumping of radioactive waste into the sea;.
The first is the Treaty of Paris on third party

liability

and.the second is the Euraton Treaty.
i ,jïtateg_ that ,
2. The Treaty of Parish radioactive materials inducing radioactiva
waste during transport from a nuclear installation are subject,
j

y

to the special ¿regime of third party liability of the
Treaty (Article 4 ) .
In connection with the dumping into the sea of radioactive

j

.

waste this gives rise to the following questions
&. Are radioactive wastes, as have been dumped into the
Atlantic during the last years indeed radioactive wastes
that are transported frcra a nuclear installation and so subject
to the special regime of the Treaty of Paris?'
'b.. Who is or ought to be responsible for third party
liability?

__ '

ç_. Where or when does the responsibility of each party involved
end?
'These questions will be discussed in this order.
5. The low-level and medium level radioactive waste, as it is
loaded on board of the ship, is orginating from different
sources. Roughly speaicing half cf the total amount has
come from hospitals5 scientific and technical laboratories
and also from nuclear research installations, the other
hali' comes froa nuclear power stations. In the Netherlands.
aud also in some other countries radioactive waste is net
beoing transported directly from the installation^ of
origin to the ship. To the contrary, the waste suitable for
Ít

during a period of a year at one site, which

is in the Iletherlands the S.C.II.-Institute at Petten. The
B.C.21. is itself a nuclear installation within the meaning
of the Treaty of Paris. At the 3.C.N. the waste is-if necessary«
processed, conditioned and in general made ready for dipping.
When this work is completed part of the total amount of

Containers can still be identified as containing only
radioactive waste coming from a nucleair installation, with
the other containers this is often not possible.
They are however after having been treated transported fron
a nuclear
site.

installation to the ship and by ship to the dumping
i

. As the situation arising as a consequence of dumping operatiemes
was clearly not foreseen by the Treaty, it is now a natter
" of interpretation. Of course it is advisable to make this
point clear in the course of the already announced revision
of the-Treaty. Two interpretations are possible.
a.. As the radioactive waste is transported fros a nuclear •
installation to another place the Treaty is applicable.
b. The

Treaty • is not, or ought not to be applicable.

The waste nay come, or_pass through, a nuclear

installation,

but there are some objections against application of the
Treaty. The T-rsaty institutes a special refine for third
party liabilitjybecause nuclear installations create a
special kind of risk where the normal regime is not deseed vo j =
sufficient. How as we have seen, only part of the w^ste destined
to be dumped comes fron a nuol&sr

installation. Differentiation

between this waste and other waste is, if not inpossibis,
at least very difficult. The waste coning fron a nuclea r
installation does not create a risk different fron that created
by waste coning froa a hospital or a laboratory.
It is in the same class. So the special regine of tue Treaty
ought not be applicable.
5. She first interpretation is sinple and straight forward but
does not take into the account the reason why the Treaty
instituted a special system of third party liability.
The 3econdinterpretation does just that, but will, if
accepted, involve

chancean the text of the Treaty.

6. The Treaty institutes a special regine of third party
liability, supplementing the

normal leçal rules on this

A-

subject. One of these special rules is the focussing
of the liability on the operator of the nuclear installation
wherefrom radioactive material is transported. Therefore the
answer to the question^ who should be liable is closely
connected to the choice between the two interpretations
mentioned in paragraph 5« But there is also a
special factor to be considered. It is common practice
that all.waste to be dumped to assembled at one site, owned
by the organisation that will organize and conduct the
actual dumping operation and so will apply for a Special Permit.
, In applying for a Special Permit he taker, upon him
the rtiSponsability that the waste is suitable and in a suitable
form for dumping under the rules of the"IAEA Recommendations
and the rules of the USA-Mechanism. Having taken this '
responsability it seems only logical that be is also liable
for damages, in the sane way that someone who -sakes upon
himself the responsability to drive a car, is liable
for damage to third parties, occasioned by his driving.

7« In all legal systems of third party liability, and also in
. the Treaty of Paris, the end of the liability of each party
is clear. In the

usual case of e.g. transporting radioactive

material from one installation to another, the operator
of the first installation is liable untill the material is
arrived at the second installation. Afterwards the operator
of the second, plant is liable for damages. In a dumping operation
however, the waste is not transported to an operator, but
to a spot

deep in the Ocean, where it is not retrisrable

and which is not owned by anybody. Here also exists a choice
between two systems:
a.. If a dumping operation is conducted properly or.ly a very
remote and theoretical possibility exists that the waste
could cause damage to someone, even to the broad interests
of the London Convention= Laws are not written for very farfetched contingencies with a very low probability of
happening. So no special legal rules are necessary. Might
a remote possibility nevertheless happen, the situation
nust be judged on an ad hoc b?.sis.
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If this choice is made» it should be made clear that the
liability of the Special Permit Holder ends with the
&a?rival of the containers at the bottom of the ocean.
li. Liability"should continue after the dumping untill all
potential danger has disappeared as a result of the radioactive
decay of the dumped radionuclides. Let us suppose this tine
to be 100 years. For obvious reasons it seems unrealistic
in this case to put the liability on the Special Permit Holder.
So only one possibility remains; the Authority (or State)
that has issued th«> Special Permit must be liable after
the completing of the dumping operation.

>I U"

3. In the Euratom-Treaty the articles 34 and 37 might be consideres a;
being

relevant for

the dumping of radioactive waste into the

sea. In my opinion article 34 has no bearing

on dumping opera-

tions as this article refer'to "experiences particulièrement
dangereures^Vso

to exeptional cases that create more than »

normal danger. The dumping of radioactive waste under the restrictions of the London Conventiont the IAEA-Hecommendations
and the NEA-Mechanism dotíhot come into this category.
9. Article 37 needs a closer study. The dumping of radioactive
waste certainly involves a potential risk of contamination
of water. Article 37 continues saying th?.t plans for releasing
in what is now called the environment shall be annotmced to the
Commission to enable
will endanger

this Body to determine whether the release

the 'territory ^another Member-State.

The Commission is advised in these matters by an independent
Expert-Committee.
10. Litteraly the text of article 37 does not say that a project
for- the release of radioactive material should only be laid
before the Commission, if a potential danger for contamination
of the territory of another Member-State exists. TKi judge of thcis the

Commission. Saleases of radiopctivi-cyvthe environment takes

place at thousands of places within tha European Community.
It is a fact that article 57 has never been interpreted in the
sense that all requests for a licence from all kinds of laboratories etc. must be put before the Coiimission. It would even be
physically impossible for the Expert-Committee to deal with
all cases« &o the practice exists that undnr the tens uf article 37 only plans for large installations are judged and moreover installations-planned at a site when a real possibility for
contaminating another territory exists.
11. The question whether a dumping operation of radioactive waste
comes within the scopes of article 37 should be answered in
accordance with the long standing practice. Another factor should
be taken into consideration also. That factor is whether any
need exists that the Commission pronounces itself on a project
of this kind. Including this factor is also in accordance with

;r of this paper an attest is
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the existing practice of Euratom.The Euratom Treaty
for an
exAa?le, nakes it quite possible for the Commission to issue
directives, regulations etc.
on the subject of transport
of radioactive materials. Yet the Commission has never done
this because no need for Euratom-rules existed as this transport was already adequatety regulated by IAEA- Regulations and
several Treaties on transport-by rail, road, water etc.
'2. With regard to dumping operation of radioactive waste the situation exists that all Member-States of Euratom are at the same
time Member-State? of the London Convention as well as OSCD-l-Iem„ber-States, and have taken up the obligations of these M9Db»r-S-i
ships The practice of the dumping operation^ undertaken by the
European Countries is that the site of the dumping is far
removed froa Europe, about 450 nautical miles from the
nearest land-mass!
• 3« Under those circumstances no potential danger to EuratomMembers exists that is "not already adequately dealt with in other .-:
ternational legistion or where Euratom is better equiped to
deil with new problems than the already existing mechanises.
Moreover the Commission of Euratom has never insisted having
special rights or obligations during the preparation? of the
London Convention or the OECü-Iíechanisa.
Out of all this follovrs that no obligation for Member-3 tat es
of Euratom exist? under article 37 of the Euratom Treaty.

Ecvember 1977«
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